
Industry press has credited photoluminescent
(PL) pathway markings, installed in the World
Trade Center after the initial 1993 terrorist
attack, with significantly improving evacuation
time during the tragic events of 9/11. Since that
time, revolutionary PL Low Location Exit Path
Marking Systems (LLEPM) using our products
have been successfully installed in the Pentagon
and other Federal government buildings and in
commercial buildings as well.

Although acclaimed as highly effective, current
standard top-quality PL safety materials are
not always suitable for every building
application, particularly in older buildings
where contact surfaces are irregular or highly-
worn. That's why AfterGlow LLC has developed
a state-of-the art series of premium PL paint
solutions. Our family of AfterGlo® Brand
photoluminescent (PL) paints addresses these
special situations and other challenges.

No external power source required – the
ultimate “green solution”

Activated by existing ambient lighting

Fully charges and recharges in minutes

Can be recharged over and over

Nonradioactive and nonhazardous

Extremely bright – visible to dark-adapted eyes

Extremely durable

Maintenance-free, saving you money and time

100% reliable

Use our AfterGlo Brand PL paints in place of or in
addition to other PL safety materials in stairwells,
corridors, group offices and public areas, common
areas, and spaces where emergency equipment is
stored.
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Advantages of our AfterGlo PL
paint systems:

®
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Call for questions or 
to place an order:

The Home Energy Detective
866-933-2590 or 
703-999-2590

www.HomeEnergyDetective.com



AfterGlo Standard Green®

Economical PL solution-in-a-can requires
no white base coating.

One-coat application with no base coat
required.

White daytime color, bright green
afterglow.

Pre-mixed pigment never loses its
brightness.

Can be brushed or rolled directly on
concrete, wood, metal or painted
surfaces.

Can be used on floors as well as vertical
surfaces such as door trim.

Tough abrasion-resistant enamel resists
wear.

Easy soap and water cleanup of brushes
and spills while paint is still wet.

Once cured, can be washed with
household cleaners and a stiff bristle
brush.

AfterGlo High Performance Blue®

Cost-effective industrial-quality high
performance PL paint solution

One-coat PL application over white base
coating.

No protective top-coat required.

Off-white daytime color, unique violet /
blue afterglow.

Pre-mixed pigment never loses its
brightness.

Can be brushed or rolled directly on
concrete, wood, metal or painted
surfaces.

Can be used on floors as well as vertical
surfaces such as door trim.

Tough abrasion-resistant acrylic polymer
resists wear.

Easy soap and water cleanup of brushes
and spills while paint is still wet.

Once cured, can be washed with
household cleaners and a stiff bristle
brush.

AfterGlo High Performance Green®

Cost-effective industrial-quality high
performance PL paint solution.
One-coat PL application over white base
coating.
No protective top-coat required.
Pale-green daytime color, extremely bright
green afterglow (requires easy pigment
mixing just prior to application).
Pigment never loses its brightness.
Can be brushed or rolled directly on
concrete, wood, metal or painted surfaces.
Can be used on floors as well as vertical
surfaces such as door trim.
Tough abrasion-resistant acrylic polymer
resists wear.
Easy soap and water cleanup of brushes and
spills while paint is still wet.
Once cured, can be washed with household
cleaners and a stiff bristle brush.
Assigned MEA number 387-07-M; certified
for use in New York City under Local Law
26.
Substantially exceeds MEA
requirements.
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